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Abstract:

Location management plays an important role in 3G-PCS cellular networks. The
challenge of supporting rapidly growing numbers of mobile subscribers, while
constrained by limited radio spectrum, is being faced by cellular network operators
worldwide. In this work a dynamic distance-based location update with sequential
paging with no delay constraint algorithm has been considered and compared with other
location algorithms in terms of saving radio resources. The location management
strategy was implemented in 3G PCS architecture based in cellular systems. The
mobility model outputs the cellular parameters and location update messages count
during the movement of the mobile station. The dynamic distance-based location update
and paging algorithm outperforms the static and other dynamic location update
algorithms in terms of the number of location update and paging messages and
preserves the channel resources.
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1. Introduction:

Location management plays an important role in 3G PCS cellular networks. The
location management has two major issues, location update and paging. In the location
update, the mobile has to inform the network about its position in the network from time
to time. The location update process must be as less as possible to save the resources of
the network and the battery life of the mobile station. The determination of the locations
of the mobile stations in the system has to be easy and simple to implement. In paging,
the network has to search for the mobile station by sending signals to the last updated
location saved in the network database and detects if the mobile is available to receive
the service.

In the existing cellular mobile networks, a two-tier database structure is used to manage
the locations of mobile clients. In the system, one of the base stations is defined with a
location database, called Home Location Register (HLR) which maintains the client
profiles, including the real-time locations of the mobile clients. In addition, each base
station (or a group of base stations) also maintains a Visitor Location Register (VLR) to
record the mobile clients, which are currently within the cell responsible by the base
station [1].

In order to reduce the international/remote roaming signaling traffic, the Gateway
Location Register (GLR) within 3G Network is proposed. The GLR is a node between
the VLR and the HLR. It handles location management of roaming subscribers in
visited network without involving the HLR in every change of LAs. Therefore, the
signaling traffic between the visited mobile system and the home mobile system will be
reduced and the location updating and the handling of user profile data across network
boundaries are optimized. The GLR is located in the visited network. It stores the
roamer’s information, and handles location management within the network. Note that
gateway location registers are optional in the architecture of 3G cellular networks [2].

2. Location Management Scheme:

A. Location and Paging Algorithm
The mobility model consists of a dynamic location update scheme [3] and sequential
paging with no delay constraint scheme [4], [5]. Recent studies suggest that distance-
based location update strategies combined with sequential paging could outperform
other location management schemes in terms of saving radio resources [6], [7]. A
problem has been though those distance-based strategies are in general difficult to
implement. The scheme is based on using neighbor cell information, which is normally
broadcast on common control channels to enable cell selection of mobile stations.
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The model described in [6] is used for calculating the performance of the mobility
model to compare it with some other models in terms of radio resources. Similar
random walk models are also reported in [7] - [9].

The performance measures that we consider are the expected number of update
messages per slot transmitted by a user, denoted by UD and the expected number of
searches necessary to locate a user, denoted by SD. Obviously, for update and search
strategies to be good, both measures should be kept small.

B. Network Topology
The current personal communication systems (PCS) networks use a static global scheme
where the network is divided into zones called Routing Areas (RAs) such that the
location uncertainty of a mobile node (MN) is confined to its current RA [10].

The network under the study is consists of one service area with hexagonal cell
configuration. Each cell has the same size. Seven location areas, each location area has
seven cells construct the target network; the total number of cells in the system is forty-
seven as shown in Figure 1. The number of mobile terminals is user defined.

Figure (1): The Used Network Topology

C. Network Data Architecture
Simplified network architecture for a 3G system with the GLR deployment at the edge
of the visited networks is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure (2): Mobility database architecture

The target network consists of one home location register (HLR) connected to the public
switched telephone network (PSTN). This home location register is connected to one
gateway location register (GLR), which is connected to four local visitor location
registers (VLR). The first visitor location register assigned for the central location area
(LA1) because the traffic in this area is maximum. The other visitor location registers
had two location areas for each as shown in Figure 3.

Figure (3): Data Architecture of the Network

3. Simulation:

The simulation procedure for location update and paging had been achieved separately
as follow:
A. Location Update Algorithm
The implemented algorithm [3] uses the contact cell and the contact set concept. The
contact cell is the cell, in which the mobile station has been last recorded. The contact
set contains either only the contact cell or the contact cell together with its neighbor
cells. Figure 4 below shows cell 22 as a contact cell. Thus, if the neighbors of 22 are
23,..., 28 and 22 is the last known cell, then the contact set of the mobile station can be
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either {22} or {22,..., 28}.

Figure (4): Mobile station routes through hexagonal cells

The principle of the distance-based scheme is the following. Every time the mobile
station is in contact with the network, the network stores the contact cell in its location
register and the mobile station stores the corresponding contact set. When the mobile
station moves within the service area of the network, it performs cell reselection
continuously according to the system specifications. Whenever the mobile station
selects a new cell, it compares the neighbor cell information of the new cell with its
contact set. If the two lists do not have any common cells, the mobile station performs a
location update. When the contact set is just the contact cell, this scheme implements
the distance-based location update strategy with threshold d=1. The previous example
used and the scheme gives the following results in Table 1.

Table (1): The Contact Set as One Cell

Contact Set Neighbors Status
Initial 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

28 5 4 23 22 27 31
5 1 4 28 31 30 6 Update
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
2 13 12 3 1 7 46 Update
46 45 13 2 7 47 43
43 44 45 46 47 48 49 Update
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Let us then consider the same example when the contact set is {22,..., 28}. Now the
mobile station has to compare this list with the list of neighbor cells upon entering a
new cell. When the mobile enters cell 28, it compares the new set {28, 5, 4, 23, 22, 27
and 31}. There are four common cells between the new set and the stored one, so no
need to update. When mobile station entering cell 5, it compares the contact set {5, 1,
4, 28, 31, 30 and 6} with the stored set {22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27 and 28}.

These two lists still have 28 as common element and therefore a location update is not
needed. When the mobile station finally enters cell 1, which does not have any of the
cells in {1,..., 7} common with the stored set, the mobile station performs a location
update. The new contact set is {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7}.
     The same procedure achieved with the rest of the routes as shown in Table 2

Table (2): The Contact Set as the cell and its neighbors

Contact Set Common cells
Initial 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 0

28 5 4 23 22 27 31 4
5 1 4 28 31 30 6 1

Set 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0
2 13 12 3 1 7 46 4
46 45 13 2 7 47 43 2

Set 2 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 0

B. Paging Strategy
The contact set is the set of n cells; C = {1, 2,..., n} such that the mobile user is
guaranteed to be in one of these cells at the time of a call arrival as in Figure 5. A
sequential paging scheme  is one where the cells in a contact set are partitioned into
indexed groups referred to as paging zones on the basis of the cell-wise user location
probabilities. The first paging zone consists of the one most probable cell, and the
second paging zone consists of the remaining six cells. When a call arrives, cell 1 paged
first, and if the user is not located in this cell, then cells 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are paged.

4. Analyses and Discussion:

One of the most important goals of location management algorithms is efficient
utilization of radio spectrum, which is a fixed resource. This requirement can be
satisfied by minimizing the number of location updating and paging messages that must
be transmitted across the radio interface.
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In the following analysis, we use the same moving mobile stations model with four
location schemes (cell-based, LA-based, contact-cell and contact-set). We assume that
the mobile station drives in the same route in all the four location schemes. The other
system parameters such as cell radius R and mobile station velocity are the same for all
the algorithms. Under those assumptions, we compare the number of location update
messages transmitted by the mobile station and the paging achieved by the network.
Table 3 shows some results after running the program for the different algorithms with
different mobile stations. It shows that the implemented algorithm achieves the best
results in terms of number of location update messages. It can be seen that sometimes
the LA-based algorithm gives approximately the same results as the implemented
algorithm.

Figure (5): The contact set and paging zones

Figure (6): The Route of three mobile stations (MS) traveling through the coverage area
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Table (3): Number of Location Updates for Three Users With Cell Radius (R=1 km)

Number of Location Updates for:
User Cell Based LA Based Contact Cell Contact Set

1 10 3 4 2
2 7 3 3 2
3 20 7 9 6

5. Results:

Theoretically, the expected number of updates UD and polling messages SD performed
by the network had been derived in [6]. The calculated results are shown in Table 4 with
different values of the movement probability (p).
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where,
Q is the stationary probability distribution the distance.
D is the distance between the new and the last update positions.

     In Table 4 the cell-based location update logarithm performs the lowest number of
paging messages. But the expected number of update messages is the highest compared
to the other algorithms.

Table (4):The expected number of update and searching messages to locate the mobile
station

P=1/6 Cell Based LA Based Contact Cell Contact Set

Threshold Distance 1 3 2 4
UD 0.34 0.04 0.09 0.02
SD 1 1.89 1.5 2.25

     The simulated results for the number of update and paging of the four algorithms are
show in Figure 7. We notice here that the contact set algorithm gives the best
relationship between the number of update and search messages.
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Figure (7): The number of update vs. search messages for one mobile station

6. Conclusion:

We presented performance evaluation and comparison of the proposed schemes with the
previous schemes in 2G cellular networks where the GLR is not present
     A dynamic distance based location update algorithm was implemented, which
dynamically reduced the number of location update messages and outperforms the
current location update algorithms in terms of the total number of update messages and
save the radio resources of the system. The contact set for the mobile station was
created according to the neighbor cell information in the common control channels of
the network. The sequential paging algorithm was also implemented to reduce the
average paging signals. A trade-off between the number of location update and paging
messages has to be taken.
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